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ABSTRACT: The unique capabilities of microsecond dwell
time (DT) single-particle inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (spICPMS) were utilized to characterize the
cloud of ions generated from the introduction of suspensions of
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) into the plasma. A set of narrowly
distributed particles with diameters ranging from 15.4 to 100.1
nm was synthesized and characterized according to established
protocols. Statistically signiﬁcant numbers of the short transient
spICPMS events were evaluated by using 50 μs DT for their
summed intensity, maximum intensity, and duration, of which
all three were found to depend on the particle diameter. The
summed intensity increases from 10 to 1661 counts and the
maximum intensity from 6 to 309 counts for AuNPs with
diameters from 15.4 to 83.2 nm. The event duration rises from 322 to 1007 μs upon increasing AuNP diameter. These numbers
represent a comprehensive set of key data points of the ion clouds generated in ICPMS from AuNPs. The extension of event
duration is of high interest to appoint the maximum possible particle number concentration at which separation of consecutive
events in spICPMS can still be achieved. Moreover, the combined evaluation of all above-mentioned ion cloud characteristics
can explain the regularly observed prolonged single-particle events. The transport and ionization behavior of AuNPs in the ICP
was also computationally modeled to gain insight into the size-dependent signal generation. The simulated data reveals that the
plasma temperature, and therefore the point of ionization of the particles, is the same for all diameters. However, the maximum
number density of Au+, as well as the extent of the ion cloud, depends on the particle diameter, in agreement with the
experimental data, and it provides an adequate explanation for the observed ion cloud characteristics.

E

mass spectrometry operated in single-particle mode
(spICPMS).10
Since the introduction of the ICP as an ion source for mass
spectrometry in 1980,11 it has emerged as one of the most used
and accepted analytical techniques for trace element analysis.12
Although ICP optical emission spectroscopy was used to
investigate airborne particles in suﬃciently low concentrations
already in the 1980s,13−15 only in 2003 did Degueldre and coworkers adapt it for the analysis of inorganic colloids, such as
rutile, alumina, and gold, from highly diluted aqueous
suspension by ICPMS.16−19 Since then, the possibility of
spICPMS for the analysis of ENMs was presented in numerous
publications. Among others are the analysis of nanoparticles
from suspensions besides ionic species of the element of
interest, the utilization in immunoassay strategies, in experi-

ngineered nanomaterials (ENMs), a major product of the
rapid development of nanotechnology over the last couple
of decades, have attracted great interest in the ﬁeld of analytical
chemistry. By now, numerous ENMs are used in consumer
products of daily life, yet also in medical applications and
treatments, which leads to signiﬁcant release into the
environment.1−4 Addressing the fate and risk assessment calls
for extensive and reliable analytical methods capable of rapid
analysis of ENMs from complex matrixes.5 Several techniques
for ENM characterization are readily available. Electron
microscopy is probably the most powerful technique for
extensive ENM analysis but requires sophisticated sample
preparation.6,7 Other methods, such as light scattering or UV−
vis absorption spectroscopy, have a look at the whole particle
ensemble in solution and not at the speciﬁc single particle
itself.8,9 Anyway, to gain comprehensive information on all
diﬀerent ENM characteristics, multiple techniques have to be
utilized or speciﬁc methods need to be applied for answering a
particular question. An emerging technique for the analysis of
metallic or oxide nanoparticles is inductively coupled plasma
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other instruments, which will help to make the acquired data
more reliable and provide starting points for system diagnosis,
which will help to improve detection capabilities in spICPMS.

ments to investigate particle diameters compared to other
methods, or to determine transport eﬃciencies into an
ICP.20−23 Anyway, for further development of the methodology, the processes leading to the signal generation must be
fully understood. Already back in 1992, Hobbs and Olesik
observed large ﬂuctuations in the ICPMS signal on the
microsecond time scale and related them to incomplete
vaporization of particles in the plasma.24 Olesik’s group
obtained further insight into signal and ion cloud formation
in the ICP by time-resolved mass spectrometry and optical
emission spectroscopy. They observed the width of a Li+ ion
cloud expanding to a duration of 272 μs at 10 mm after
vaporization, when introduced by a monodisperse dried
microparticulate injector (MDMI).25,26 Aeschliman et al.
studied the fate of dried solution aerosols and solid particles
with high-speed photography.27 All this work led to an
improved understanding of signal generation in ICP
techniques. However, to acquire and handle these short
transient signals remained a challenging topic, yet it opens up
new applications in ICPMS-based research.28 By enhancing the
rate of data acquisition in spICPMS, the ion cloud produced
from solely introduced nanoparticles can be temporally
resolved and further studied.29 A shorter acquisition time is
already used in the latest studies, as it facilitates the
diﬀerentiation of signals produced from nanoparticles or
ionic background species and improves particle counting
rates.30−33
Since the beginning of fundamental plasma research,
computer modeling has shown to be a powerful tool to
study the plasma characteristics. A brief overview of computational investigations from literature can be found in the tutorial
paper of Bogaerts and Aghaei.34 Furthermore, the PLASMANT group (plasma, laser ablation and surface modelling
Antwerp) developed a computational model that describes the
plasma characteristics, gas ﬂow patterns, sample transport,
evaporation, and ionization relevant for analytical purposes.
The model was already successfully used to optimize plasma
conditions, to describe the inﬂuence of a mass spectrometer
interface, and to study the fate of copper particles introduced
into an ICP.35−42
In this study, fast data acquisition times of 50 μs of a
commercially available instrument are used to study the ion
cloud formation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in a
comprehensive way, by introducing a set of narrowly
distributed AuNPs with intentionally tuned mean diameters.
The recorded data is evaluated thoroughly and at statistically
relevant levels. Furthermore, to better understand the signal
generation from AuNPs in spICPMS, the transport of the
nanoparticles in the ICP, as well as their vaporization and
ionization, are simulated by a computational model and
compared to the experimental data. This comparison gives
insight into the fundamental AuNP ion cloud characteristics
and provides crucial information, supporting further spICPMS
method development by ascertaining a set of reliable ﬁgures of
the ion cloud characteristics. These numbers will aid to
evaluate whether events in spICPMS are originating from the
introduction of single particles or from artifacts, e.g., the
introduction of particle aggregates or double-particle events.
This will help to elucidate maximum applicable particle
number concentrations and minimal required dwell time
(DT) in spICPMS. Instrument parameters chosen match those
commonly utilized in spICPMS analysis, and thus the obtained
ﬁgures can be used as indicators for the same kind of study on

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Commercially available AuNP suspensions with
diameters of 15.4 (±1.0), 20.0 (±2.5), 31.0 (±3.3), 40.3
(±3.3), 48.2 (±6.6), and 60.8 (±7.0) nm were purchased from
NanoComposix (San Diego, U.S.A.). These nanoparticle
suspensions were used as references for characterization of
self-synthesized AuNP and as samples for the ion cloud study.
Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4, >99.9%) and trisodium
citrate dihydrate (SC, >99.5%) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Double-distilled water (ddH2O) was obtained using a
water still Aquatron A4000D (Bibby Scientiﬁc, Stone, U.K.).
AuNP Synthesis and Characterization. AuNPs with
narrow size distributions and diﬀerent diameters between 16.4
and 100.1 nm were synthesized according to the seededgrowth protocol of Bastús et al.43 The AuNPs were
characterized by UV−vis absorption and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). For detailed information on the synthesis
and the characterization, we refer to the Supporting
Information.
spICPMS Analysis. All ICPMS data in this work was
acquired using a AnalytikJena PlasmaQuant MS Elite quadrupole-based plasma mass spectrometer (Jena, Germany) in
time-resolved-analysis (TRA) mode either with a DT of 10 ms
to capture the whole particle event all at once or 50 μs to gain
insight into the proﬁle of the formed ion cloud. Samples were
sonicated for 1 min and subsequently diluted with ddH2O to a
number concentration suitable for spICPMS analysis. The ICP
instrument was tuned for optimal 197Au sensitivity. All used
instrument and spICPMS parameters are listed in Table S-1.
Single-particle events of each suspension were plotted as
cubic root intensity histograms, the distribution of the
intensities was ﬁtted with a Gaussian function using OriginPro
2016G software. The mean intensity was plotted against
particle diameter obtained by TEM analysis to ensure overall
linearity of the instrument throughout the whole particle batch.
A microsecond DT of 50 μs was used to obtain information
on the temporal proﬁle of the ion cloud generated by a single
particle entering the plasma. Readout and settling of the
detector required 35 μs, thus resulting in a data point acquired
every 85 μs. All particle suspensions were introduced for a total
time of 300 s, but were split into 10 subsequent measurements
of 10 s each, repeated twice, in order to allow for the safe
storage of the large amount of data points at those short dwell
times. To handle the data post analysis, a self-written Java
application was utilized to identify start and end of the singleparticle events. The total summed intensity, maximum
intensity, and event duration were calculated from this data.
Computational Model. A comprehensive self-written ﬂuid
dynamics model was developed within the commercial
computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) program FLUENT
16.0.0 (ANSYS). This model describes the gas ﬂow dynamics,
plasma behavior, and sample introduction in the ICP torch,
considering the large pressure drop from upstream to
downstream (i.e., 1 atm to 1 Torr) of the mass spectrometer
interface.37,38 In this model, the transport parameters of the
species were for the ﬁrst time calculated self-consistently for
the gas mixture under study. Therefore, it is possible to apply
this model to diﬀerent gas mixtures, e.g., a mixture of gold and
argon in this study. Details about this model can be found in
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Table 1. Nominal Notation and Diameter (±SD) Obtained from TEM Analysis for All Used AuNPs, as Well as the
Determined Ion Cloud Characteristics: Summed Intensity, Maximum Intensity, and Event Duration
AuNP nos.
15
16
20
25
31
37
40
48
54
60
71
83
100

DTEM (±SD) /nm
15.4
16.4
20.0
24.6
31.0
36.8
40.3
48.2
54.2
60.8
71.3
83.2
100.1

(1.0)
(1.3)
(2.5)
(1.9)
(3.3)
(3.0)
(3.3)
(6.6)
(3.7)
(7.0)
(5.5)
(6.7)
(6.8)

summed intensity /counts
10.4
13.0
20.8
44.3
89.3
150.4
210.2
327.1
395.6
645.0
1084.5
1661.1

refs 36 and 41. Details on the most relevant part of the model
for the present study, i.e., the so-called “discrete phase model”
(DPM) to describe the sample transport in the ICP, can be
found in the Supporting Information.44−46

max intensity /counts

5.8
10.8
21.3
35.7
45.8
71.5
90.7
134.2
221.9
308.6
493.2

duration /μs
322
384
471
590
684
734
779
834
836
906
955
1007

conditions; thus, particles greater than 83.2 nm would be
underestimated in mass and therefore size.
Microsecond Data Acquisition and Evaluation. All
consecutive measurements of one NP suspension over the total
of 300 s at 50 μs DT add up to roughly 3.5 million data points,
containing around 2500 single-particle events, not taking
background noise into account. For all 85 μs, the number of
ions counted in a period of one 50 μs DT was recorded. The
general shape of the ion clouds produced from one singleparticle event exhibits a steep increase at the beginning,
followed by a maximum and a less steep slope for later time
and ﬂattening in the end. Previously reported durations of
single-particle events are stated of being around half a
millisecond and seemed to be not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by
the material of the particle or the spectrometer. Nonetheless,
the number of evaluated single-particle events was held small
and the inﬂuence of the particle diameter was not
considered.31,47 This study focuses on the impact of the
diameter on the duration of these short transient signals with
statistically relevant numbers of events.
To transform the raw data into frequency distributions for
all events, both particles and background, an algorithm-based
evaluation needs to be applied. A self-written Java application
was utilized. It scanned the whole TRA signal for the start of a
single-particle event, which could be achieved in a straightforward way by using each data point above zero counts as
starting point, because of the virtual absent background for
gold at this low DT. After identifying the start, all following
counts were summed to give the total summed intensity per
particle event, until the signal reached zero counts again,
marking the end of an event. The signal duration was
determined by multiplying the number of data points obtained
for an event with 85.2 μs, which was found to be the average
time between two integration intervals. The highest occurring
signal was taken as the maximal intensity of each event. This
approach resulted in three features per single-particle event,
namely, the summed intensity, maximum intensity, and signal
duration. All obtained features were transferred into frequency
distributions. Gaussian functions were ﬁtted, if possible, and
mean values were plotted versus particle diameter. An overview
of the ﬁtted Gaussian functions and the inﬂuence of particle
diameter on these frequency distributions for three AuNPs of
diﬀerent size is shown in Figure 1 (maximum intensity and
signal duration) and Figure S-3 (summed intensity) and will be

■

RESULTS
Particle Characterization. Nanoparticle synthesis following the seeded-growth protocol of Bastús et al. yielded
suspensions of wine-red gold NPs. UV−vis absorption spectra
are shown in Figure S-1. Symmetrical absorption and a shift of
the absorption maxima from 520 to 560 nm is observed for all
particle suspensions, which indicates monodisperse particle
distributions and increasing particle diameters, respectively. All
spectra are normalized at 400 nm. Figure S-2 shows TEM
images for all synthesized NPs. The diameter increases with
each growth step, and a spherical geometry was achieved.
Particle diameters were calculated from at least 100 particles to
be 16.4 (±1.3), 24.6 (±1.9), 36.8 (±3.0), 54.2 (±3.7), 71.3
(±5.5), 83.2 (±6.7), and 100.1 (±6.8) nm (Table 1). The
particle suspensions are further named for their nominal size,
e.g., AuNP16. These particle suspensions exhibit overall
narrow size distributions and complement the ones commercially obtained, which allows us to monitor small changes in
ion cloud characteristics. To ensure complete collection of the
ion clouds, and therefore linearity of the ICP response, all
particle suspensions were analyzed in spICPMS mode using 10
ms DT. The intensity of single-particle events from the raw
TRA signal was plotted as histograms using the cubic root of
intensity, to take the relation between particle mass, volume,
and diameter into account, thus allowing the ﬁtting of
Gaussian functions. Cubic roots of mean for all Gaussian ﬁts
from all suspensions, commercial as well as synthesized, were
plotted versus particle diameter obtained by our own or the
manufacturer’s TEM analysis accompanied by error bars,
indicating one standard deviation of either spICPMS data or
TEM data (Figure S-4). The error bars of the synthesized
particles were found to be smaller in general. A linear ﬁt
revealed a calibration function with a correlation coeﬃcient of
0.999 for particles from 15.4 to 83.2 nm taking both particle
sets into account, which conﬁrms complete ionization and
linear response for the cubic root of the ICP intensity. The
mean intensity for AuNPs with a diameter of 100.1 nm was
found to be lower than expected from extrapolation of the
calibration curve, which indicates that these particles are not
completely ionized anymore using the applied plasma
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discussed in detail in the next section and in the Supporting
Information, respectively.

counts with increasing particle size. For the largest AuNP
suspensions, distributions of the maximum intensity were
obtained and no secondary distribution emerged. All means
designated from ﬁtting Gaussian functions were plotted versus
particle diameter obtained by TEM analysis, either ﬁtted
linearly for cubed root values or using a three-degree
polynomial with correlation coeﬃcients of 0.999 and 0.996,
respectively (Figure 2A), hence exhibiting the same trend as

Figure 1. Frequency distributions of maximum intensity and event
duration obtained for three diﬀerent sizes of AuNPs as example. Data
of maximum intensity is plotted as the cubic root to account for the
cubic relation of particle volume or mass and diameter allowing us to
apply a linear Gaussian ﬁt (red line). The left-sided, not-ﬁtted bars are
contributions of the background noise. All horizontal axes share the
same scale in one column.

Total Summed Intensity of Single-Particle Events. As
described in the previous section, all single-particle events of
each suspension were evaluated for their total summed singleparticle event intensity to ensure linearity of the detector
response over the course of all introduced particle sizes using
50 μs DT. The inﬂuence of particle diameter on the summed
signal intensity can be seen in Figure S-3, where the frequency
distributions for AuNP20, 40, and 60 are depicted as an
example as well as means of Gaussian ﬁt obtained from the
frequency distributions of each particle suspension versus the
particle diameter. The information gained from the summed
signal intensity at microsecond DT is merely the same as at
millisecond DT, but nonetheless, the use of microsecond DT is
a suitable tool to minimize background counts from ionic
species present in the sample and ultimately enables the study
of ion cloud characteristics of single-particle events entering
the plasma.30
Maximum Intensity of Single-Particle Events. Evaluation of the maximum signal intensity per single-particle event
for each particle suspension exhibits a similar behavior as for
the summed intensity (Figure S-3). In the left column of
Figure 1, the distributions of the maximum intensities of the
events are depicted. All three diﬀerent particle sizes share the
same horizontal axes. The distribution of maximum intensity
for AuNP20 can only be recognized as a shoulder emerging
from the background noise, yet an estimate of the mean can be
obtained as shown by the indicated ﬁt. However, no
distribution could be obtained for AuNP suspension smaller
20 nm. The mean of the distribution is moving toward higher

Figure 2. Means of Gaussian ﬁt obtained from the frequency
distributions of each particle suspension for the maximum intensity
(A) and event duration (B) vs particle diameter as obtained from
TEM analysis. In panel A, the cubic root of maximum intensity is also
plotted (gray data points and gray y-axes), showing a linear
relationship with particle diameter, thus conﬁrming the cubic
relationship of particle volume or mass vs particle diameter.

seen for the summed intensity. The overall number of counts
found at the maximum of single-particle events is lower than
the total summed intensity, which is consistent, as at the
maximum only a portion of the complete ion cloud is captured
at the detector. The means of maximum intensity range from
5.8 to 493.2 counts for AuNP20−AuNP100, respectively.
Event Duration of Single-Particle Events. The
frequency distributions of single-particle event duration for
AuNP20, 40, and 60 are also shown in Figure 1 (right
column). The axes are again kept in the same scale for all three
sizes. The most pronounced event duration shifts toward
longer duration with increasing particle diameter, similar to the
summed and maximum intensity. A large portion of AuNP20
distribution overlaps with the background events. Even the
distribution obtained for AuNP60 is not fully separated from
the background. Prolonged particle event durations above
1250 μs are observed for larger AuNPs, which will be discussed
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in the following section. Gaussian functions were ﬁtted, to get
an average single-particle event duration, albeit ignoring the
prolonged durations observed for larger particles. The mean
values obtained in this way are plotted in Figure 2B versus
particle diameters. For the smallest particles, AuNP15, the
mean event duration is found to be 322 μs, while it rises to 924
μs for AuNP83. Like what was observed for the summed
intensity, the histograms of the event duration exhibit two
distributions for particle sizes above 71.3 nm: one in a range of
durations that is expected by extrapolating from particles with
smaller diameters, and one with far too short durations in the
range of AuNP20. These artifacts can be assigned to particle
events not completely recorded, as also observed for the
summed intensity. In fact, if both the information on summed
intensity and duration is taken into account, too few counts in
summed intensity correlates to too short duration for those
events. Yet, if the second distribution is evaluated, meaningful
results can be obtained. A nonlinear behavior is observed as the
change in particle duration is found to be less for larger particle
diameters than for smaller particles. An asymptotic exponential
ﬁt can be applied, which provides a regression coeﬃcient of
0.990 and tends toward 1019 μs as maximum.
Prolonged Particle Events. The observed prolonged
single-particle events for larger AuNPs are of special interest.
Since for each single-particle event all three characteristics, i.e.,
summed intensity, maximum, and duration, besides the ion
cloud proﬁle itself, are obtained, a more detailed picture of
these events can be obtained. A visualization for AuNP40 is
shown in Figure 3, and should function as an example of this
approach. The upper section compares all single-particle events
of AuNP40 for their event duration (horizontal axis) with their
summed intensity (vertical axis). The summed intensity data is
plotted as cubic root. Each marker represents one singleparticle event, and all are displayed partially transparent so that
areas of most frequent values occur darker, whereas less
frequent values exhibit a gray shade. For clariﬁcation, the
previously obtained frequency distributions of event duration
and summed intensity, with overlaid, ﬁtted Gaussian functions,
are shown at the edges of this 2D plot. It can be seen that
darker areas of more frequent values correlate to the means of
the distributions. The lower section connects maximum
intensity with event duration in the same manner as described
for summed intensity and duration. All events found in the
lower left corner of each 2D plot contribute to the background
noise, which is clearly separated from the single-particle events
by all three characteristics.
The mentioned prolonged particle events are occurring at
event durations above roughly 1250 μs. Checking the upper
2D plot, it can be seen that, even though the particle duration
is prolonged, the total summed intensities per event are spread
all over the distribution. This means that they do not arise
from particularly large particles but are found randomly for all
statistically distributed particle diameters of a monodisperse
NP suspension. This is not the case for the maximum intensity,
as can be seen in the lower section of Figure 3. The prolonged
particle events share their maximum intensity on the ﬂank of
lower values of the distribution. The decrease of the maximum
intensity is even more present for longer durations, leading to
an overall curvy shape in the 2D plot. This behavior is found
for all particle sizes and leads to the conclusion that prolonged
particle events are caused by normally large particles, which
travel more slowly through the plasma and therefore
experience more diﬀusion and widening of the ion cloud.

Figure 3. Two-dimensional visualization of all three single-particle
event characteristics for AuNP40. Each square represents one singleparticle event and is placed in the 2D plot either for its summed
intensity and event duration (upper section) or maximum intensity
and event duration (lower section). The squares are plotted in a
transparent way so that areas of more frequent event characteristics
appear darker, which is also indicated by the histograms of summed
and maximum intensity (vertical axes) and event duration (horizontal
axis).

Indeed, this causes the detection of the same summed
intensity, but over a longer course with less high signal
intensities.
Au+ Number Density. Computer simulations can provide
information on characteristic features of an ICP, including the
number density of Au+ ions inside the plasma torch.34 The
calculated number density is compared to the experimental
data obtained by spICPMS to check if Au+ generation from
AuNP of diﬀerent diameters matches the experiments and
simulations. If so, the simulated plasma parameters can further
be used to provide adequate explanations for the observed ion
cloud characteristics. Therefore, eight diﬀerent particle sizes
were simulated, ranging from 20 to 70 nm in diameter. The
operating conditions were kept close to the experiments, which
are shown in Table S-1. Note that the operating parameters,
such as plasma power, sample and gas ﬂow rates, as well as
geometrical conditions, also aﬀect the particle ionization
behavior, as shown by Bogaerts and Aghaei for copper
particles, as a case study, in the ICP torch.34 Two-dimensional
axisymmetric proﬁles of the calculated Au+ number density are
shown in Figure 4. The overall number density rises and
expands along the central axis, as well as in the radial direction,
with increasing particle diameter. Notably, the area of
maximum ion density is found at the same point along the
central axis, which coincides with the maximum plasma
temperature along the central axis. Since the operating
10275
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maximum Au+ number density is increasing with particle
diameter at the sampler position, which is leading to a larger
number of ions being extracted into the mass analyzer and
eventually a higher detected signal. The maximum and average
number density of Au+ along the central axis as well as at the
sampler oriﬁce are plotted versus particle diameter in Figure 5.
The number density in all cases clearly follows the same cubic
trend as observed from the experimental data, and thus it
explains the increase in 197Au ion counts in spICPMS analysis.
Au0 Number Density. Two-dimensional proﬁles of the
Au0 number density as well as plasma temperature were also
computed (Figure 6). All proﬁles are plotted in the same scale.

Figure 4. Two-dimensional proﬁles of Au+ number density for AuNPs
of diﬀerent diameters. The maximum densities (in m−3) are also
indicated. Only half of the 2D axisymmetric torch is plotted.

parameters (e.g., rf power, Ar gas ﬂow rates, etc.) and
geometrical conditions for all the cases were kept the same, the
position of maximum plasma temperature stays the same. It is
shown in ref 34 that, for a particle loading rate up to 1 μg/s,
the eﬀect on the plasma temperature is minor. Therefore, in
the current study, where the particle loading rate varies from
0.6 to 27 fg s−1 for particle diameters of 20−70 nm, the
temperature proﬁle stays undisturbed (see Figure 6). For all
particle diameters the highest number density is reached well
before the sampler oriﬁce. To underline this, the number
density of Au+ ions along the central axis is shown in Figure S6. Ionization begins between the second and third winding of
the coil, where the plasma temperature typically reaches levels
of the boiling point for gold of 3080 °C.38,48 All particles
exhibit a similar shape of Au+ number density. A steep increase,
followed by a sharp maximum at the same position, is observed
for all diameters. The density drops afterward, but remains
constant until reaching the sampler position. However, the
number density of Au+ stays at higher levels over a longer time
downstream the central axis for larger particles. Figure S-7
depicts the radial number density proﬁle right at the sampler
position. It is the highest right in front of the sampler oriﬁce,
with the absolute maximum in the center position and
decreasing toward the edges. The sharp minimum at about
0.5 mm from the oriﬁce center is due to the cooling eﬀect of
the sampler, which has an oriﬁce of 1 mm diameter.37 The

Figure 6. Two-dimensional proﬁles of atomic Au number density for
AuNPs of diﬀerent diameters. The maximum densities (in m−3) are
also indicated. For comparison, the plasma temperature contour lines
are also plotted in faint colors, showing that the temperature proﬁle is
not aﬀected by the NP introduction. The vertical dashed lines indicate
the atomic cloud length for the AuNPs of 36 nm (left panels) and 70
nm (right panels), indicating that the atomic cloud extends over a
wider region for the larger NPs.

Figure 5. Maximum (black) and average (red) Au+ number density calculated along the central axis (A) and at the sampler oriﬁce (B), as a
function of AuNP diameter.
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As mentioned above, at the size and loading rate of the NPs in
this study, the plasma temperature was found to be
undisturbed. The formation of the atomic cloud starts at the
end of the cool central inlet channel, when the temperatures of
the plasma gas reaches the vaporization point of gold,
regardless of the particle size. Nonetheless, the extent of the
atomic cloud grows with increasing particle diameter, which is
indicated by the dashed vertical lines, demarking start and end
of the atomic cloud for AuNP36 (left column) and AuNP70
(right column). Thus, it takes longer for larger particles to get
completely atomized and eventually ionized, providing a longer
lasting source of ions, which ends closer to the sampler. This
leads to a larger extended ion cloud, signal intensity, and event
duration. The same is observed in the experimental data, where
the maximum intensity and duration of the single-particle
events increase for larger NPs.

summed intensities as normally short events but possess only
one less pronounced maximum. This can be traced back to
single particles traveling more slowly through the plasma.
Thus, it illustrates the beneﬁcial eﬀect of monitoring all three
characteristics of the ion cloud to enhance the certainty of NP
analysis by spICPMS.
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CONCLUSION
A set of 13 narrowly distributed citrate-capped AuNPs with
well-deﬁned diameters from 15.4 to 100.1 nm were synthesized
and successfully characterized by established methods for NP
analysis as well as spICPMS with millisecond dwell time.
Algorithm assistance allowed comprehensive and statistical
relevant evaluation to appoint reliable ﬁgures for the three
studied ion cloud characteristics, whereas all measurements
were performed using established spICPMS operational
parameters reported in literature with a commercially available
quadrupole-based instrument.
This data shows that the duration of single-particle events is
heavily inﬂuenced by the particle diameter, increasing the
duration of these short transient signals from 322 μs for
AuNP15 to 1007 μs for AuNP83. It demonstrates how
important it is to extensively evaluate and correct data for splitparticle events when using DTs in the range of 1 ms and
especially if spICPMS is used for determination of particle
number concentrations. Nonetheless, the inﬂuence of other
experimental parameters, such as plasma power, gas ﬂow rates,
or sample matrix should be considered in further experiments,
as they probably will have inﬂuence on the ion cloud
formation.
A 2D axisymmetric model allowed us to qualitatively explain
the characteristics of the observed ion clouds. It conﬁrmed that
the total summed single-particle signal intensity and maximum
signal intensity increase with particle diameter on a cubic basis.
The plasma temperature proﬁle is undisturbed by the
introduction of the AuNPs at this loading rates. This causes
the ionization of the NPs to start all at the same point
downstream the plasma. As the total time which the particles
need to be atomized completely increases with particle size, it
also permits the ion cloud to expand further, and eventually it
increases the event duration as a function of particle diameter.
This indicates that the calibration of spICPMS systems for size
determination purpose should be done with nanoparticles of
known size, rather than ionic standards, which probably will
exhibit diﬀerent ionization behavior in the plasma. The
agreement of simulated and experimental results opens up
possibilities for further study of the phenomena in spICPMS
and inﬂuence of instrument parameters by the combination of
both approaches.
The application of multimodal analysis on substantially
prolonged single-particle event artifacts revealed that those do
not emerge from particularly larger particles, aggregates, or
multiparticle events. Prolonged events exhibit the same total
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